Subinternship in Radiology – A Practical Start to the Specialization?

Famulatur in der Radiologie – der praktische Start ins Fach?

Abstract

Purpose: To identify factors influencing medical students to choose radiology in the four-month clinical elective in the final year of medical school following radiology subinternships.

Materials and Methods: A subsample of medical students in a nationwide German online survey evaluated a subinternship in radiology (19 items). They were divided into four groups: Students who could imagine doing a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year based on their experiences during the subinternship (“yes, based on subinternship”), students who could not (“no, based on subinternship”) and students who had made this decision prior to the subinternship (“yes, prior to subinternship” and “no, prior to subinternship”).

Results: 94 medical students evaluated a radiology subinternship (54.4% females). Based on their experiences during the subinternship, 54 students (57.4%) intended to do a final year clinical elective in radiology, 39 of them (41.5%) being encouraged by the subinternship. 40 (42.6%) reported having a negative attitude towards a clinical elective in radiology, 16 of them (17.0%) having made this decision based on their subinternship experience. Groups did not differ regarding gender (p = 0.396) and age (p = 0.853). Students motivated to do a final year clinical elective in radiology experienced excellent academic teaching (p = 0.001) and practical involvement (p = 0.003), achieved their learning goals more often (p = 0.001), were better integrated into the team (p = 0.001), and acquired more practical skills (p = 0.003). Overall satisfaction was higher in these groups (p = 0.001).

Conclusion: Satisfaction with a radiology subinternship is crucial for motivating medical students to do a final year clinical elective in radiology. A structured subinternship and continuous mentoring should be targeted to keep students connected to radiology.

Key Points:

▶ Radiology subinternships influence further interest in the specialization.
▶ The quality and structure of teaching critically influence student satisfaction.
▶ Team integration and practical involvement positively affect the attitude towards a specialization.
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Zusammenfassung

Ziel: Ziel ist die Identifikation von Faktoren, die radiologische Famulanten zur Wahl eines radiologischen PJ-Tertials motivieren und somit die Bindung an das Fach stärken.


Ergebnisse: 94 Studierende (54.4% weiblich) evaluierten eine radiologische Famulatur, von denen 54 (57.4%) ihr PJ-Wahlternial in der Radiologie ma-
Experiences promote further interest in the specialization in the practical year. Since early positive practical experiences provide in particular to medical students in reformed conventional courses of study and model courses of study since radiology is increasingly taught as a cross-disciplinary subject in interdisciplinary courses. As a result, it may be more difficult for medical students to perceive radiology as an independent area of specialization depending on the curriculum of the main specialty. According to students, this is a reason for selecting a subinternship in radiology [7]. While courses such as lectures and seminars are evaluated by medical students at German universities on a regular and usually mandatory basis, there is no information regarding their internships (nursing internship, subinternship, and practical year) with the goal of obtaining the first comprehensive evaluation. Students were contacted via the student council and office of student affairs of the individual departments [11]. In total, 9079 medical students participated in the survey. 4146 (45.7 %) students in their first to third year of medical school evaluated an at least four-week subinternship. For the subgroup examined in this study, i.e., medical students completing an at least four-week subinternship in radiology, 19 questions regarding the subinternship were analyzed. Sociodemographic characterization and the results of the evaluation of the subinternship in radiology are presented in the following. In particular, the integration in the team, the quality and structure of teaching, the role of teachers, and satisfaction with the internship are to be discussed in greater detail.

The goal of the analyses is to compare decisions for and against a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year made on the basis of subinternship experiences and to determine the reasons for selecting a clinical elective in radiology. For the Likert scales 1 and 2 were evaluated as “dissatisfied or low approval”, 3 as “undecided”, and 4 and 5 as “satisfied or high approval”. Participants were divided into four groups: Students in the “yes, based on subinternship” group had a positive attitude toward completing a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year based on their subinternship experiences. Students in the “no, based on subinternship” group had a negative attitude toward completing a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year based on their subinternship experiences. These students were analyzed separately from those who had already decided yes before the subinternship (“yes, prior to subinternship” group) or no before the subinternship (“no, prior to subinternship” group). Statistical evaluation was performed using SPSS 22.0 (IBM corp, Armonk, USA). In addition to descriptive statistics, the Chi² test was performed for frequencies and univariate ANOVAs were used for the individual variables (Table 1) with the between-subjects factor group (“yes prior to subinternship” vs. “no, prior to subinternship” vs. “yes, based on subinternship” vs. “no, based on subinternship”).

Results

94 medical students stated that they had completed their subinternship in radiology. 54.4 % of these students were female. Most survey participants were in a relationship [2, 6, 8], the authors assumed that students with a positive attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year were more satisfied with their radiology subinternship than those with a negative attitude [9, 10]. The results of the present study are intended to help determine how to get students excited about radiology in order to ultimately convince them to specialize in radiology.
Table 1  Subgroup analysis of the items regarding integration into the team of doctors, quality and structure of teaching, teachers and satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>category</th>
<th>item</th>
<th>yes, prior to subinternship (mean (SD))</th>
<th>yes, based on subinternship (mean (SD))</th>
<th>no, prior to subinternship (mean (SD))</th>
<th>no, based on subinternship (mean (SD))</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>dissatisfied or low approval (1 and 2 in %)</th>
<th>undecided (3 in %)</th>
<th>satisfied or high approval (4 and 5 in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integration into the team of doctors</td>
<td>During my subinternship I felt well integrated into the team of doctors</td>
<td>4.13 (0.99)</td>
<td>4.23 (0.96)</td>
<td>3.46 (1.18)</td>
<td>3.25 (1.29)</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The working atmosphere in the department/at the clinic was good</td>
<td>4.47 (0.64)</td>
<td>4.33 (0.84)</td>
<td>4.08 (0.65)</td>
<td>3.62 (0.72)</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I felt very well supervised by the doctors</td>
<td>4.13 (0.83)</td>
<td>4.44 (0.85)</td>
<td>3.75 (0.94)</td>
<td>3.13 (1.15)</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality and structure of teaching</td>
<td>Acquisition of specialist knowledge</td>
<td>4.47 (0.74)</td>
<td>4.33 (0.84)</td>
<td>3.88 (0.61)</td>
<td>3.75 (0.68)</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practical involvement</td>
<td>4.38 (1.12)</td>
<td>4.55 (0.60)</td>
<td>4.26 (0.75)</td>
<td>3.56 (1.26)</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Achievement of learning goals</td>
<td>4.08 (1.12)</td>
<td>4.03 (0.94)</td>
<td>3.43 (0.79)</td>
<td>2.63 (1.26)</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Didactic quality of teaching</td>
<td>4.08 (1.26)</td>
<td>3.95 (0.90)</td>
<td>3.26 (0.75)</td>
<td>2.69 (1.14)</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional quality of teaching</td>
<td>4.46 (1.13)</td>
<td>4.37 (0.79)</td>
<td>3.83 (0.72)</td>
<td>3.19 (1.05)</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The structural organization of the subinternship was good in the department/clinic</td>
<td>3.57 (1.09)</td>
<td>3.84 (1.38)</td>
<td>2.96 (1.26)</td>
<td>2.38 (1.09)</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The mentoring program was good</td>
<td>3.50 (1.34)</td>
<td>3.57 (1.12)</td>
<td>2.74 (0.75)</td>
<td>2.50 (1.41)</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I had to perform too many non-patient-oriented tasks</td>
<td>2.14 (1.23)</td>
<td>1.68 (0.85)</td>
<td>1.83 (0.89)</td>
<td>2.63 (1.36)</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bedside teaching was performed.</td>
<td>2.00 (1.18)</td>
<td>2.35 (1.55)</td>
<td>1.87 (1.18)</td>
<td>1.50 (0.89)</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>I learned the most from the assistant doctors or ward doctors</td>
<td>3.93 (0.80)</td>
<td>3.92 (1.24)</td>
<td>3.35 (1.43)</td>
<td>3.87 (1.30)</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I learned the most from the specialist doctors</td>
<td>3.67 (1.11)</td>
<td>3.51 (1.10)</td>
<td>3.17 (0.98)</td>
<td>2.47 (1.25)</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I learned the most from the senior doctors</td>
<td>3.60 (1.40)</td>
<td>3.21 (1.32)</td>
<td>3.13 (1.06)</td>
<td>2.33 (0.98)</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I learned the most from the head doctor</td>
<td>2.27 (1.22)</td>
<td>2.54 (1.60)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.04)</td>
<td>1.93 (1.22)</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contact to the teachers was close and always possible</td>
<td>3.93 (1.28)</td>
<td>3.95 (1.39)</td>
<td>3.96 (0.88)</td>
<td>2.47 (1.41)</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>My overall impression is positive</td>
<td>4.47 (0.92)</td>
<td>4.69 (0.47)</td>
<td>3.96 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.38 (1.02)</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am satisfied with my subinternship</td>
<td>4.40 (0.91)</td>
<td>4.49 (0.76)</td>
<td>3.96 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.00 (1.15)</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means of the Likert scale with standard deviation (mean (SD)) with respect to the analyzed subgroups with associated F- and p-value: “Yes, prior to subinternship” – positive attitude to a clinical elective in radiology prior to the subinternship; “Yes, based on subinternship” – positive attitude to a clinical elective in radiology with decision based on the experiences during subinternship; “No, prior to subinternship” – negative attitude to a clinical elective in radiology prior to the subinternship; “No, based on subinternship” – negative attitude to a clinical elective in radiology with decision based on experience during subinternship. In the Likert scale the answers were summarized as follows: 1 and 2 ‘dissatisfied or low approval’, 3 ‘undecided’, 4 and 5 ‘satisfied or high approval’.
(59.8% with 2.3% being married) or were single (39.1%). 1.1% were divorced and no one was widowed. The age analysis showed that the majority of participants (61.7%) were between the ages of 25 and 27 at the time of the survey. The 94 students were enrolled at one of 30 of the 36 medical schools in Germany.

Subgroup analysis
In total, 54 (57.4%) medical students completing a subinternship in radiology had a positive attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year. 39 (41.5%) of these students were encouraged by the subinternship (“yes, based on subinternship”) and 15 (16%) had already made this decision before the subinternship (“yes, prior to subinternship”). 40 (42.6%) students had a negative attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year, with 16 (17.0%) coming to this conclusion as a result of the subinternship (“no, based on subinternship”). The majority of those not wishing to complete a clinical elective in radiology (24 (25.5%)) had already come to this decision before the subinternship (“no, prior to subinternship”). With respect to gender and age, there was no significant difference between the groups (gender: χ² = 2.97, p = 0.396; age: F<1, p = 0.853).

When comparing the four groups, the “yes, based on subinternship” group had the highest scores for all variables regarding integration in the team while the “no, based on subinternship” group had the lowest scores for these variables. In the category “quality and structure of teaching”, the “no, based on subinternship” group rated the achievement of learning goals, didactic quality of teaching, professional quality of teaching, and structural organization of the subinternship highly significantly poorer (p = 0.001; Fig. 1). In the “no, based on subinternship” group, contact to teachers was also significantly poorer (p = 0.001; Fig. 1).

Also when comparing the variables in the “satisfaction” category, the “yes, based on subinternship” group had the highest scores while the “no, based on subinternship” group had the lowest.

Integration in the team
The students with a positive attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology after the subinternship rated the variables in the “integration into the team of doctors” category significantly better than those with a negative attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology (p < 0.01; Table 1). In total, 65.9% of survey participants stated that they felt well or very well integrated in the team of doctors. 80.9% of participants felt that the working atmosphere was good or very good. 72.4% felt well supervised by the doctors.

Quality and structure of teaching
A large majority of students felt that the conveyance of specialist knowledge was good or very good (80.8%). The acquisition of specialist knowledge was rated significantly higher in both groups with a positive attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology (p = 0.007). 85.8% of medical students rated practical involvement during their subinternship as good or very good and 77.2% were satisfied with the professional quality of teaching. Approximately every second survey participant was satisfied with the didactic quality. 58.1% felt they achieved their learning goals. The univariate analyses regarding the quality of teaching were statistically significant in all subgroups. However, both groups with a positive attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology indicated greater satisfaction (Table 1).

The structural organization of the subinternship was described as good or very good by every second survey participant. The presence/quality of a mentoring program (continuous supervision by a dedicated contact person for the duration of the subinternship) had a positive effect on only one-third of students. 64% felt that they were assigned too many non-patient-oriented tasks. Only 15% felt that sufficient bedside teaching was performed during the subinternship. According to students, there was significantly more bedside teaching in the positively evaluated subinternships. Medical students who wanted to subsequently complete a clinical elective in radiology rated the structural organization of the subinternship, the mentoring program, and bedside teaching better (Table 1).

Teachers
Two-thirds of survey participants indicated that the contact to teachers was close and always possible, with the students in the “no, based on subinternship” group seeming to have had comparatively less contact (Table 1). Moreover, teaching was primarily performed by assistant doctors. The groups differed significantly with respect to learning from specialists and senior doctors, with those still interested in radiology having learned more from these two doctor groups. Head doctors did an average amount of teaching.

Satisfaction
73.4% of survey participants were (very) satisfied with their radiology subinternship, with the satisfaction of the students with a positive attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year being significantly higher (p = 0.001). The groups also differed significantly with regard to their overall impression (p = 0.001), with the overall impression of 80.8% of participants being positive (Table 1).

Discussion
The current study examined the extent to which a subinternship in radiology is suitable for promoting further interest in the specialization. For this purpose, the authors conducted subgroup analysis of a Germany-wide online survey of the study group of the German Society of Orthopedic Surgery and Traumatology evaluating students completing an at least four-week subinternship in radiology. The present results show that integration in the team of doctors and the quality and structure of teaching in the subinternship have a particular effect on interest in radiology.

To our knowledge, the influence of radiology subinternships on student perception of the specialization as well as on student motivation to select a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year has not yet been determined and published in Germany. However, Osenberg et al. [12] conducted a large online survey regarding career planning of medical students in all semester at all German medical schools and evaluated 4037 questionnaires, including 562 participants completing their practical year at the time of the survey. 6.6% of partici-
pants specified radiology as their targeted area of specialization. However, a negative trend was seen in the comparison of students in the first semester with students completing their practical year: The percentage of students with radiology as their desired area of specialization decreased by 24% over the course of their studies. The reasons for this negative trend were not further examined. While courses such as lectures and seminars are evaluated on a regular and often mandatory basis, there is no standardized form of quality control of teaching in subinternships. There are many reasons for this: Subinternships in radiology can be completed in radiology practices or medical centers as well as in radiology departments or institutes at hospitals with large differences in structure, organization, and patient groups.

In particular in light of the academic reform resulting in increasingly more German universities offering a reformed conventional course of study or model course of study, increasing importance must be placed on radiology teaching during subinternships. Reformed conventional and model courses of study are characterized by the elimination of the strict separation between the preclinical and the clinical phase. Focus is being placed on integrative, organ-centered teaching in learning blocks or modules [7, 13]. For radiology as a cross-disciplinary subject, there is a risk of specialist content being increasingly taught in interdisciplinary courses. The perception of radiology as an independent area of specialization could decline depending on the curriculum of the main specialties. Students who select radiology for a subinternship and thus show fundamental interest in this specialization should be supported accordingly in order to maintain and increase interest in radiology and to ultimately convince students in their practical year to specialize in radiology.

Catalogs of learning goals and logbooks can help students and teachers to maintain an overview in the clinical routine and to achieve learning goals [14]. Moreover, the introduction of a logbook can improve integration of students in the team of doctors [15]. Therefore, definition of a standard curriculum as an education guideline for radiology subinternships in the form of a logbook seems useful. Despite the lack of a standardized duration of subinternships in Germany (minimum duration between 14 days and 4 weeks depending on the state), such a logbook could facilitate the structured teaching of competences. At the same time, teachers would be able to monitor didactic and structural quality, while students could monitor learning progress [14]. Content-related and structural recommendations in this regard are provided in the white paper of the European Society of Radiology (ESR) regarding the status of radiology education in Europe [9].

On the whole, students were satisfied with an at least four-week radiology subinternship according to our survey. Therefore, 80.8% of students indicated having a positive overall impression of the subinternship and almost 75% of students were (very) satisfied with their subinternship. It is noteworthy that the evaluation of the medical students who selected radiology for their clinical elective based on the subintern-

![Fig. 1 Comparison of the mean values of the Likert scale of the 'no, based on subinternship' and 'yes, based on subinternship' groups.](image)
ship often differed only minimally from the evaluation of those who had decided to complete a clinical elective in radiology already prior to the subinternship. The reverse is not true. Students who were “lost” as a result of the subinternship were often significantly less satisfied than those who already had a negative attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology prior to the subinternship. Radiology subinternships can have a positive influence on approx. 41.5% of students, but approx. 17.0% are not reached. In total, approx. 58.5% can be influenced by the subinternship, while 41.5% have already made their decision before the subinternship. Although only almost 60% of students decide for or against radiology as their clinical elective in the practical year based on the radiology subinternship, the effectiveness of the subinternship as a decision aid can be considered high. Therefore, for example, only 30% of students completing a clinical elective in general medicine in the practical year were influenced with respect to their decision to receive further training in this specialization [16].

The structural conditions of the subinternship were a decisive factor in the subsequent selection of radiology in the practical year. Students with the desire to select radiology as their clinical elective in the practical year felt that the structural organization of their subinternship was significantly better, with the availability of dedicated contact partners (mentoring program) in particular playing a decisive role. Even if only one-third of students were satisfied with the mentoring program, we found a highly significant difference between the “yes, based on subinternship” group and the “no, based on subinternship” group. This emphasizes the importance of the presence of a dedicated contact person in the form of a mentor. A structured focus group analysis of expectations and experiences of students in their practical year in internal medicine showed that the presence of a dedicated medical contact person for the duration of the internship is particularly important to students [17]. The impact of a mentor from the selected area of specialization on a student’s decision in favor of the specialty has already been shown multiple times in general medicine [17–19].

The organization and structure of teaching in the subinternship also had a strong influence on interest in radiology in the practical year. The didactic and professional quality of teaching was evaluated significantly better by students with a positive attitude toward a clinical elective in radiology, with the subjective sense of achieving learning goals, good practical involvement, and bedside teaching having a decisive influence. Comparable results are seen in the evaluations of other subinternships, e.g. orthopedics and trauma surgery [20]. These results should be used to improve the teaching qualifications and motivation of teaching doctors with targeted didactic training.

In particular, the importance of patient contact for motivating students to select radiology was already emphasized by Fielding et al. [21]. The study group also emphasizes that the outdated view of radiologists as simple diagnosticians without therapeutic competences represents a significant obstacle to the selection of radiology as a specialization. Therefore, it seems very important to provide direct patient contact and bedside teaching during radiology subinternships and to strengthen teaching in the area of interventional radiology to emphasize the therapeutic competences of radiologists. Students should be made aware of the special role of radiology with respect to communication – an increasingly important core competence of the radiologist: Radiology allows close interdisciplinary collaboration with other areas of specialization, both in diagnostic radiology, e.g. in clinical conferences such as tumor conferences, and in interventional radiology. Future doctors can benefit here from a particularly varied and interesting interdisciplinary field of work.

Furthermore, our data show that teaching responsibilities in subinternships are largely assumed by assistant doctors and to a lesser degree by specialists, senior doctors, and head doctors. Dutch study groups were able to show the same for different clinical internships [22–24]. Even if assistants did most of the teaching, teaching by specialists and senior doctors, with a tendency toward significance in the case of head doctors, seems to be a decisive factor for the subsequent professional motivation of students completing a radiology subinternship. There is significant potential to improve or restructure teaching to provide greater incorporation of specialists in practical training. Improved contact between students and head doctors can be beneficial for both sides not only with respect to the teaching of specialist knowledge but also in particular with respect to career planning for students interested in radiology and a scientific career in the specialization. Regular casual meetings, e.g. dinners with the head doctor, as already practiced in the curriculum in the United States and England, could provide new motivation here [25].

Moreover, the integration in the team of doctors proved to be a further decisive factor in motivating students completing a subinternship in radiology to select a clinical elective in radiology in the practical year with both the integration in the team of doctors and the working atmosphere at the hospital being important. These results also coincide with the findings of other German study groups who used structured focus group analysis to examine the expectations and experiences of students in internal medicine during ward internships and the practical year [17, 26].

A limitation is that the present survey as a self-selected sample does not allow conclusions about the population of all medical students completing a radiology subinternship [27]. At the same time the main structural features of the surveyed group correspond with the population (age, gender) of German medical students in the clinical phase. The sociodemographic data are comparable with that of other large Germany-wide surveys [12, 27]. Thus, in the absence of further studies, the authors assume that the results of this analysis are representative of the typical views of medical students completing a subinternship in radiology [12]. The sample of 94 medical students who completed an at least four-week radiology subinternship is only medium-sized. This is a significant limitation in particular for additional subgroup analyses (e.g. according to age or gender). The limiting factor here is that radiology is one of the smaller disciplines and therefore significantly larger samples are barely possible. Moreover, the selection of medical students completing an at least four-week radiology subinternship suggests a survey bias. Therefore, it is possible that primarily students who already had above-average interest in radiology compared to those completing a radiology subinternship lasting less than four weeks were surveyed. Another limitation is that the use of the term “bedside teaching” in
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connection with radiology is not as common as in other (inpatient) specializations. It therefore cannot be ruled out that the question regarding bedside teaching in the category “quality and structure of teaching” was misunderstood and thus answered incorrectly.

Conclusion

The satisfaction of medical students with their radiology subinternship is of great importance for subsequent choices, in particular motivation to select radiology for their clinical elective in the practical year. Closer contact with students is desirable not only with respect to the teaching of specialist knowledge but also with respect to targeted early encouragement of students with a special interest in radiology. Practical involvement and bedside teaching are particularly important to students. A comprehensive representation of radiology including diagnostics, treatment, and interdisciplinary should be provided.

Clinical relevance of the study

▶ Radiology subinternships are important for the further opportunity of students in the specialization.
▶ The quality and structure of teaching in subinternships are decisive for student satisfaction.
▶ Integration in the team of doctors and practical involvement positively affect subjective learning success.
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